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The function Q(u) in the integral representation for the Riemann a-function 
is shown to be monotone decreasing for u > 0, and an application made to 
show a function having a similar integral representation has no real zeros. 
In Titchmarsh [I, 10.11, it is shown that the Riemann E-function has 
the representation 
where 
E(t) = 2 1; G(u) cos ut du, 
6(u) = 2 f (2n*~2eQU/2 - 3n2re5u/2) e--naneeu. 
7&=1 
(2) 
Another representation for CD (Titchmarsh [l, 10.1.21) is 
G(u) = 2e- u/Z $ {esu#(e2u)}, (I Im u ( < +), 
where 
$(x> = j$ e-n’,,, (Rex > 0). 
If we use the reciprocity formula 
(3) 
it is not hard (although somewhat tedious) to deduce from (3) that 
q-u> = CD(u). (4) 
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From (2) and (4) it is easy to see that Q(U) > 0 for all real u. 
THEOREM. If u > 0, @j’(u) < 0. 
Proof. We have 
-Q’(u) = 2 f (4n4$e4” - 15n27rezU + 15/2) n2rre5u/2e-n2ne2”. (5) 
71=1 
Let w  = n277e2u; so the quantity in parentheses in Eq. (5) is 
4w2 - 15w + 1512, 
which is zero for IV = (15 f 1051/2)/8, or 
e2u _ 1_ 15 f 105l1” - 
n2 8rr * 
Thus, for n > 1 and u > 0 all terms of --Q’(u) are positive, and for 
n = 1, the term is positive if 
24 > $og 
15 + 1051/2 
87r * 
Thus, Q’(U) < 0 for u > 0.003. Next, for 0 < h < 0.003, we have 
W(h) = Q’(O) + h@“(u) = h@“(u), 0 < u < 0.003; (6) 
so the result will be shown if G”(u) < 0 for 0 < u < 0.003. We have, in 
this range, with w  = n2rezU, 
165 7&U/2 $ _n2e9u/2 _ 5fj7T3e13u/2 $ &.4$7u/2 
2 > 
e-ne2" 
+ ng2 (  + F w  - 56w2 + &,,3)n2~e5./2e-n7'8ezU 
and for n 3 2, 56w2 > 165~12. Hence, 
165 rr _ 5&3 + _ ,2e0.027/2 + 81T4e0.051/2 
2 
e-ne'u 
W3n2~e5u/2e-nn2e2"~ 
n=2 
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quantity in parentheses just above is negative, so we can estimate 
e-~eOY and, replacing w  by its value we obtain 
; W(u) < -7 + 8n4e0+051/2 f n8e-nn=* (7) 
n=2 
Next, the function x*e-sra has its maximum at x = 2/7W; so 
5 n8e-a12a < 256e-“” + 
s 
m  
XBe-nzP dx. 
*=a 2 
Integrating by parts a number of times, we obtain 
co *~-TX” & e-b - 27 
I 
* - 7 25 7.5.25 
+ 4~~ + 83S’ + 
7.5.3.2 = 
2 2Tr 167p I 
7.5.3 O” 
+ 16~~ s 
e-nr2 dx 2 
and 
Hence 
Putting together Eqs. (7), (8) and (9), we obtain 
1 1 
2 W(u) < -7 + 8.rr4eo.oo75 (1 + %) 28e-4n < -6 < 0, 
and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Thefunction 
Y(t) = 2 ,r Q(u) sin ut du 
is zero on the real axis if and only if t = 0. 
ProoJ Obviously Y(0) = 0. For t > 0, it is clear from the theorem 
that Y(t) > 0. For t < 0 we have Y(t) = -Y(-t) < 0. 
Rough calculations indicate that G”)(t) has exactly k real zeros for 
k = O(l)& but that W)(t) has 11 real zeros. 
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